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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on a study conducted to determine

the abilities of children to make optional transformations in
sentences conjoined with "and." The subjects were 35 middle-class
children between the ages of five and eight, who demonstrated average
school achievement, spoke standard American English, and had normal
speech and hearing. A repetition-of-sentence test, including 64
sentences each composed of two constituent transitive sentences
conjoined with "and," was selected as the most efficient method of
eliciting sentences representing specific structures. The main
conclusions of the study are summarized as follows: (1) Children from
5 to 8 repeat or modify the structure of a dictated sentence on Cie
basis of their grammatical competence; (2) Children's success in
repeating a sentence depends on the specific transformations used in
deriving the surface structure;(3) The ability of children to make
deletions and substitutions progresses, in a general way, from 5 to 7
years and reaches a plateau between 7 and 8 years; (4) Children's
acquisition of optional transformations on sentences conjoined with
"and" proceeds in a sequence from deletions involving only the verb
phrase, to deletions involving a combination of constituents from
noun and verb phrase, to deletions or pronoun substitutions involving
only the noun phrase. (Author/PMP)
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EvatuaLlen of Children's Unguistle Competence:
Acquisition ol Transformations

Mary Louise Willbrand
University of Utah

CY%
The theory of generative grammar can serve as a practical model for

the linguist and the speech pathologist. While linguists who use such a
model area developing a finite set of rules to account for the infinite

rm4 number ol sentences in a language, speech pathologists who base their
work with children on a model of generative grammar are focusing on child-CL")
ren's acquisition of the syntactical component of grammar and the obviousrig4
semantic relationships.

C:3
LAJ Those interested in the linguistic behavior of children need to be

able to identify normal linguistic competence and performance at various
age levels. Although determination of the linguistic competence of child-
ren is the crucial issue, estimates of competence can be made only through
the study of performance.

An investigator has a choice of methods to elicit a linguistic per-
formance. Many investigators prefer using samples of children's spontan-
eous speech to evaluate linguistic development. However, Chomsky (1964)
warned that any attempt to construct a grammar on the basis of descrip-
tion of spontaneous verbal output alone is unwise, saying:

it seems clear that the description which is of greatest
psychological relevance is the account of competence, not
that of performance....The deeper question concerns the kinds
of structures the person has succeeded in mastering and inter-
nalizing, whether or not he utilizes them, in practice, without
interference from the many other factors that play a role in
actual behavior. For anyone concerned with intellectual
processes, or any question that goes beyond mere data arrang-
ing, it is the question of competence that is fundamental.
Obviously one can find out about competence only by studying
performance, but this study must be carried out in devious
and clever ways, if any serious result is to be obtained.

....Direct description of the child's actual verbal output
no more likely to provide an account of the real under-

lying competence in the case of child language than in the
case of adult language... (p. 36).

In the same discussion, Chomsky said that, although analysis of spon-
taneous verbal output may be a good starting place, he hoped that future
re search would be directed toward the tapping of underlying abilities. He
pointed out that competence will extend beyond what the child uses in every-
day qwech. Therefore, he said, studies are needed on comprehension and
use of sentences, detection of deviance, application of rules to new situ-
ations, and concept formation. He mentioned that one way to gain information
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might be to have d child repeat sentence:; and n "tr

Research methods have been devised to begin to tali children'!;
linguistic knowledge by means other than npontaneoun speech. Eepetition

of sentences as a method of eliciting language lot' evaluation of lingui;.--

tic competence ler: been used by several researchers. chi ldr.10:. perfeem

anees in sentence repetition tanks have *indicated that children's ability

to repeat sentences depends on the rule: they have acquired. When a child

has processed the sentence, modifications are made on tho structure, hut
the meaning is prenerved (liaratz, 1969; Lnnobre, l4b1; Menyuk , 19b3,

1969; :Aohin and Welsh, 1971). Sentence repetition :;t-ms te le an exped-

ient method for eliciting specific linguistic informat ion.

Various methods of elicitation have shown that ohildren's language

is different from adults' language. The evidence points to rul-governed
features, often idiosyncratically structured in childrn'.. .Language. Child-

ren seem to begin speaking a language by learning simple base structure

rules. A gradual cltange from rules restricted to childmn'n language to
rules of adult language occurs. The point at which transformations emerge
in children's languege is difficult to determine, but a steady pro)Teenion

has been observed in children's use of transformation!. (Bap-Aden and Leo-

pold, 1971; Menyuk, 1971).

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the ribilitien ot
children to make optional transformations in sentence :; conjoined with

"and." A model of generative grammar WdS used in determining thin lacet

of children's linguistic competence, as competence is demonstrated through

performance.

The subjects were 35 children, five at each of seven ago levels
(5-0, 5-6, 6-0, 6-6, 7-0, 7-6, and 8-0) who demonstrated average scheol
achievement, spoke Standard American English,had normal siwech and hear-

ing, and came from families of middle socioeconomic level.

A repetition-of-sentence test was chosen as the mo:.t efficient

method of eliciting sentences representing specific structures. The

repetition-of-sentence test included 64 sentences, each compod of two
constituent transitive sentences conjoined with "and." Generative grammar

rules were used to evolve groups of paraphrased conjoined sentences that

included 13 samples of nonreduced structure and at: least three examples ol

each of 16 redundancy deletions or pronoun .tubstitutions.

Review of the literature showed that "and" is a conjoining link that
is used early and continues to be used frequently (Menyuk, 1964, 1969;

Slob in and Welsh, 1971). However, little research ha:; hn conducted en

the optional transformations that children use in conjoined senteneos.

dundancy deletions and pronoun substitutions make .;entenee:: m,,ro

to produce but are more complicated linguistically and thu: require addi-

tional storage of information. Tho ay, Mr.!. ih-

basis of: implications (d the ineoroct respon!:..:: and then en the hasi: ol

the .dgniticanco '>1 the correct r:ponse. in tem. ''I 1ar1'hr. ,Tou
:Wilt 'Ile, li 9 t rue tut....

13
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The number of incorrect responses at all ago levelu demonstrated
that clinch-4in hoom live to eight years of age, In the task of repeat-
ing sentences, seemisl to modify the structure of a sentence according
to the rules they had acquired. Some of the children even increased the
length of a sentence to use a structure they knew. The modifications
of structures, which resulted in incorrect responses, indicated child-
ren's knowledge of linguistic rules; and consistent modifications were
typical of structures that elicited a high percentage of correct res-
ponses.

Even when they were incorrect, the responses of the children indi-
cated rule-governed behavior. The remainder of the responses are dis-
cussed primarily in relation to correct responses made by the subjects.

The'uentences in the repetition-of-sentence test were divided into
paraphrase groups. In each group, all the sentences had the same deep
structure; and optional transformations of redundancy deletion and pro-
noun substitution were used to derive different surface structures. Katz
and Postal (1964) commented on the importance of this type of paraphrase,
saying:

It. has always been clear that uyntactic structure somehow
playas a crucial role in a speaker's understanding of wh
sentences of his language mean. This role is most evident
in cases where two sentences have the same meaning by virtue
not only of their lexical content but also of the syntactic
relation between them ( 19)....p._

Therefore, within each paraphrase group the meaning was held con-
stant; and the surface structure changed. The responses to each group
of paraphrased sentences showed that, even with direct stimulztion, the
children demonstrated definite structural preference for certain ways of
saying a sentence. However, the children usually accepted more than one
sentence within each paraphrase group. In other words, the subjects demon-
strated that successful repetition depended on the specific transformations
used for the derivation of the surface structure of a sentence.

The sentences in the repetition-of-sentence test varied from 6 to
15 words in length. Analyses of the responses to the length of the sen-
tence w°rc conducted across and within paraphrase groups. Analysis of
the responses to short versus long sentences and to sentences of the same
length conducted across paraphrase groups indicated that successful vepe-
tition did not depend on length. Probably the most valid method for 0,:;t-
ing th.e effect of length versus structure was to analyze the responses
within paraphrase groups. Whether these data were analysed in terms of
the :;time meaning and same length or same meaning and different length, the

indicated that length was not the determining factor in success-
ful repetition.

All of these analyses indicated that the structure of the sentence
:;eemed to be the crucial issue. Therefore, the major consideration was,
the structures the children used in conjoined sentences.
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After '.he numbe: and percent_dge of correct respoase:. to each struc-

ture war; computed for each of the seven age groups, a five-point scab;
was devised to aid in drawing conclusions from the study. Thi!. scale

will be used to report da:.a in the present study and in the next study
reported at this mei ting. Learning involves t he s t .(ge.; bet ween the time

that d rule begins .e emerge in Lhildrents language dnd the t I'm. that

the rule. masierk. These :;Lt.41,0:; of learning Cdfl .dlown (41 the follow-

ing :,cdle. This se ale postulates d 10/14 di which th rul ha. not been

learned, three lev,ls during which learning is tdkinv !lace, and a level
of mastery.

(unlearnel). When 0 through 12...... percent of the responses are
lccoptable, the children give littic or no evidence of having
learned the rule.

(beAinning, to emerge). When 13 through 39 percent (d the re-
sponses are acceptable, the children indicate sow awareness of
the rule, but little more.

(emergiul. When 33 through 72 percent of the responses art'
acceptable, the children demonstrate that knowledge of the rule
is emerg.i.ng but is not approaching mastery.

A (approaching mastery). When 73 through 92 poront tit the respon-
ses are acceptable, the children may be considered to have sotm
knowledge of the rule, but the rule is not. mastered.

M (ma6t,1). When 93 through 100 percent of the responses are
acceptablk , the children in the age group may lie von..Adered to

have ma;tered the transformational rub?.

Table 1 shows, by means of the scale ((IMAM), the optional trans-
formations that children front five to eight years of age used in con-
joined sentences. Although transformational ,ules an not stated in their
entirety, Table 1 Indicates the specific redandancy deleti..a or pronoun
substitution called for in the dictated .;entmces.

Table 2 provides sample sentences from the repetition-of-sentvlie.
test as an example of each structure. Thu test is not included in entir.-

ty, nor are the sentences lit ;teal in tale order of pre .ntation. The numel

ical order and structures in Table 2 corre:..pond to 1 i Ice' rept., ..;..nt tit ion hi

Table 1.

When the only change in structure was-; the substitution et d pronoun
for the noun phrase object, noun phrase subject, or' both the object dnd
the subject, the responses indi'lAtod that children from five b. eight y.n.
of age had not acquired these rule :: , which were still emerving at eight

years. Gee item 1 , 2, Lind 3 Ulf. Uri !;ef qui tl t e, 1 ref (1' t t 111 I

structure or delete the subject plus constituent . of the verb II

Deletion of the noun phrase :.ubjeet, ot the noun ph: obj.ct, A1t1
of both the noun phrase .4)jeet and th, fttAllt phrase .sIbieet ltet
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Ac uisition of 0 tional Transformations
In ..)entences Con o ned w t

Structure
(See sentences
on table 2) 5 5-6

Age Levels

6 6-6 7 7-6 6

1. Pro/NPsubj BUBEEEE
2. Pro/NPobj B U U E EL 13

3. Pro/NPsubj X Pro/NPobj BBBEEEE
4. -NPsubj B E E E E E E
5. -NPobj BUE E E E E
6. -NPobj X -NPsubj E B E. B E E E

'1. -NPsubj X Pro/NPobj EBEEEEE
8. -NPobj X Pro/NPsubj EBEEBEE
9. V gapping E E E E E E E

10. -VP MMMMMMM
11. -V+NP MAAMMMM
12. -NP+V A E A A A MM
13. -NP+V+Det E A A E ME `.

14. - NE' +M+A E M M M M M
15. -NPobj X -NP+M+A A EE A M AM
16. -NP+M+A X Pro/NPobj EE A A MMM
17. Full structure E A A A A,./ A A

Pro = pronoun
NP = noun phrase
V = verb

VP = verb phrase
Det = determiner

M = modal.
A = aspect

subj = subject
obj = object

/ = "for"
= deletion of

X = intervening string

U = unlearned (0-12% of correct
responses)

B = beginning to emerge (13-32%
correct responses)

E = emerging (33-72% correct
responses)

A = approaching nastery (73-92%
correct responses)

M = mastered (93-100% correct
responses)
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Table 2

Sample Sentences

structure Sample Sentence

1. :?ro/NPsubj

2. Pro/NPobj

3. !'ir,./11Psubj

X Pro /NPobj

4. -NPsubj

5. -NPubj

6. -NI' obj

X -NPsubj

7. -NPsubj
X Pro/NPobj

8. -NPobj X Pro/NPsubj

9. V gapping

10. -VP

11. -V+NP

12. -NP+V

13. -NP+V+Det

14. -14P+MtA

15. -NFobj X -NP-M+A

16. -NP+M+A X Pro/NPobj

17. Full structure

The boy will be chasing the girl and he will
be catching the girl.

The boy will be chasing the girl and the
buy will be catching her.

The boy will be chasing the girl and
he will be catching her.

The girl likes the hamburger and likes
the french fries.

The mouse found and the mouse ate the cheese.

The boy will be chasing and will be
catching the girl.

The boy will be chasing the girl and will
be catching her.

The mouse found and he ate the cheese.

Sally rides the bicycle and Jane the tri-

cycle.

A girl and a boy will jump rope.

A girl will jump rope and a boy will. .

The girl likes the hamburger and the
french fries.

The girl likes the hamburger and french
fries.

The boy will Le chasing tLe girl and catch-
ing the girl.

The boy will be chasing and catching the girl.

The boy will be chasing the girl and catch-
ing her.

Tha boy will be chasing the girl and the
boy wiLl be catching the girl.

The girl likes the l.amburger and the girl
likes the french fries.

The mouse found th,. cheese and the mouse

ate the cheese.

Sally rides the bicycle and Jane rides
the tricycle.

A girl will jump rope ond a boy will lump

rope.

1
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thst were still QmPrginp. al eight piaru. 144o itemu 4, 5, and b. The
ohilosee peetoered to delete additienal constituents or to use full stres-
lupe, el noun phrase deletions d110 pronoun substitution, as
-hewn ee items 7 and r, we'r'e at 011".

Verb gapping delet'on was emergiag in the laqguage of the children
at all ge levels but did not approach mastery at 'any level. :Joe item
9. 'flee subjects were consistent in 'referring full structure.

Redundancy deletion of the verb phrase was the only transformation
in thi; investigatisin that the children had obviously mastered by fivo
years, as shown in item 10. Thus, a transformation allowing deletion
of a t4.dundant verb phrase was first-learned redununcy deletion rule ill
sentenses conjoined with "and."

The children in thin study had nastered and stabilized deletion of
the verb plus noun phrase by six years, six ni nths. See item 13. Analy-
sis ol the correct responses indicated that this deletion was mastered
Bit live, but a dip in the percentage of the correct responses occurred
Bit. tive years, six months and six years of age.

In general, deletions involving only the noun phrase were not used
by these children; but deletions4involving only the verb phrai-e, with the
exception ui verb gapping, were among the earliest mastered and were gen-
erally learned by chilOren in the age range of five to eight. The differ-
ences in the abilities of children to delete noun phrases and.verb phrase:
msy eesfirm some previously-presented linguistic theories. 'Ihe findings
et this stud', showing that children are reluctant to delete the important
twun phrase, seem to indicate that Chomsky's 1965 model is realistic, at
least insofar as acquisition of language is concerned, and to support
current linguistic discussion of the preeminence of the noun phrase. Another
possibil;ty, ef sourne, is that first-learned words are the most difficult
to delete, nouns representing the majority of first words that children uso
art being used often as holopihrastic :.sentence)

rurther inspection of Table J shows that deletion of noun phrss plus
web, ites4 12, Wdf; mastered by seven years, six month : ;. However, the child-
pen were approaching mdutery of this deletion from the age of live years.

The correct rwTollnoS tG deletion of noun phrase plus Vo/g) pius de-
teminer, as shown in item 13, were exemplified by fluctation between
emergence and approach to mat.tery at all age level :;, although correct

mastory at seven. However, this rule I :; apparently
L.1 iirm ly acquired by seven, regression to earlier stages; beim. shown at

Veil years, six months and eisht /ears. Deletion of the determtner could
h. csn .idered difficult because the children had mastered deletion of noun
phrase plus verb in the same sentence :; in which they failed to show mastery

(11.1f.tion of noun phrase plus verb plus determiner.

Th. ehildren seemed to learn deletion of noun phrase plus medal plus
between five yearn, six month'; and six year's of age. item 1.4.

Ihi. trom emergency to mastery ill d ::ix-month period Wan a clowHillf,
nd ;sabl .hift from one stage 01 acqui ;ition to another.
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Item 15 in Table I show. that aeleklon ol the noun phrase ehject
and the noun phrase pluu modal VII:: aspect Wd- 111,1;:tet4d ::vn and
eight-year-olde, although a slight dip irl eect eeewnsee ecurd at
seven year':., six month::.

lieletion of nodn phraeo plus modal plue aepc( t, with the :ulistitu-

tion of a pronoun for the noun phrase object, wa.; the ttnslormatien

s which brought the smoothest progress .11 eerret reepen:ee. A :; it.m 1
in Table 1 indicates, the rule emerged at hive', appeached me dory at ::ix,
and Wd.1 MaAVed at 3t ,V011.

The analyees of the data ilicated that the acquieitien of each
rule involving redundancy deleticris and Prone un euhetitutien in cen-
joined sentences must be studied eeparately, seeauee knewlede-ol rulee
fur dolotion.i or pronoun eulgAttutions is net leern.0 ae Whido.
W; each rule ie specific, uo the acquieitien el each pule eme to he the
gaining of a 3puCilte hit of knowledge.

The re ults of the study indicated that, in the fisting et ehild-
ren, more then one example of each etructure sheuld be ineluded. When

rule was acquired, repetition: Were coneietently covreet. When a Nth.
WaS unlearned, repetitions were consintently incorrect. However, when
the children weve in other stages of rule leavuing, their v..penees wet''
inconsistent. Therefore, eliei tation of only (ale exempt, ,d a .;11q10111".'

13 ineonclueive evidence of the stage of acquieitien.

The percentage of correct responses to the lull trueture ovntence,
shown in ate.' 17, indicated that this sentonee etruct_urt. W,4 .1111!1') NIA a

11Ve yeare, was approaching maetory at all ti hv 1: , 1'111 14.1:1 iiut
mastered at any level. This result was unexpected, becaue(-theee lull stru
ture eentences were the least complicated linguietically. Althourh the t.

structure sentence 3 elicited a higher percentage of eorreet reeponsee than
did most of the sentences requirilg deletions, a percentew indicating 111a3-
tery might have been anticipated. Analynee of incerrect r(epete.ee showed

that full structure WaS often used in preference tO other eulae steucturee
when another structure was the stimulus. When a child had not aequired
rule, he seemed to process the sentence in its nenreduced :.tructure or in
approximation of the abstract underlying structure of tt...le grammar; and he

said the sentence in full structure or used a different pule. Hewever,
when the stimulus was a full structure eentence, erroes in repetitien wen
apparent and seemed tc occur becauee the children used ..ram:#(wmatiohal

rules, deriving other surface structure :;. One might ::peculate that,

the stimulus was a full structure sentence, children vecogni;:d the ehvieu
redundanciee and knew they were unnec eeay. Hence, they .0:(m1't(

Lion.: of redundanc'ee within the limit:; (d their o(opteh, .11th(W.11 they
used these redundaneie frequently when the etimulu: inluded teaneteema

tional rule they had WA acquipf.d.

Conclusions

.1.1 1 Chili. 0, I t (11.11.11q 'III ::141111.11(!. I Ito ..te,111!.. I 1 (ill 01 II)IIII I .
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14' M. "Vii1011411 iedin-lormationn in firioined nettle/leen, an these trans-
iorMalien 4;4.14. by RI children ranging in age from five to eight
V(.. In. ot.se .1.. lip. !nthipetn in this study were representative a nor-
mally-npeaking children, certain general conclusions may be drawn about
children's abilities to make redundancy deletions and pronoun substitutions
in a repetition-of-sentence task involving sentences conjoined with "and."

1. Children from five to eight years of age repeat e- modify
the structure! of a dictated sentence on the basis of their
grammatical competence, au competence is demonstrated
thrcugh performance.

2. Children's success in repeating a sentence depends on the
speoific transformations used in deriving the surface
structure asather than on the underlying structure, the
lern or' the appearance of the sentence.

3. Children are consistent in their responses, when they
have mastered a rule or when they have not yet learned
a rule'. However, in intervening steges, their responses
are inconNi:;tent. Therefore, the elicitation of only on
example of a structure .is inconclusive evidence of the
nUage ot acquisition.

L. Children's knowledge of rules for redundancy deletions
and pronoun substitutions is not acquired an a whole.
Therefore, each rule involving redundancy deletions and
pronoun substitutions in conjoined sentences must be con-
sidered separately in the study of acquisition of trans-
formations.

children present a varied pattern of progression in the
acquieltion of each specific transformation. While acqui-
:.ilion of .:ome transformations presents a smooth progres-
sion, the pattern of acquisition for other structuzln
fLuetuaten between more and less advanced stage.

Although acquisition of the grammatical structure :; u::ed
in this study in not complete by the time children reach
eight yearn of age, their ability to make deletion:1 and
nubntitutionn progrenc.e:1, in a general way, from five
years to neven years and roacheL; a plateau between .wven
and eight years.

7. In general, children's acquisition of optional transioe-
mations in sentences conjoined with "arid" pr(.(20..d:; In a
nequence from deletions involving only the verb phrase,
to deletion:, involving d combination of conntituent.. from
noun and verb phrase, to deletion:; or pronoun :.ubntitutionn
involving only the noun phrase.

The intermation disclosed in thi:: study may provid, .inothr link in

I LI
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tilt chain ot knowlodgc (thou' the a(qui: ition ot lanr,naig. A

theoretical model ol ptilevativc rrammar that ppovid(,:. the ab..tract Aritc-

inve;, ul Cullet.V11 tl 111101:A.:: 4.:111 practical 1.b.1 1 the .p-ech

paLtIolot. Eurtherm«r, a reeiprocal relation :hip,Detwecn tee't'h path-

ology and can De mutually profitable Ecalw hoth 17«1d; sit's*

kictpLY il0/01VI'd in the .;tudy ot that unique ii.ivii litape.

11nTI.:

i!: pciptt. primal.; Ly on a d it 1 i n Hirt 111.

Mont I'1,111It : i 0V I h.. (1.1,.rie C)! wt (it' .1! !II; I. .1t t h
tjll IVor; :ty :Awn! i a . i 111 1.'; l' 1i,

and the l i n g u i : d i e con:Alltinti; wire Marvin k -11in ihn
1:01,414!.
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